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The strength of the Swiss economy lies in its supply of high-quality products and customised 

services. These are often niche products that rely on many markets as they cannot be sold 

on a large scale on individual markets.  

In order to secure access to foreign markets that is as stable and barrier/discrimination free 

as possible versus its main competitors, the Swiss mainly uses bilateral agreements. At 

present, the Swiss have - besides the EFTA convention and the free trade agreement with 

the EU – 28 free trade agreements with 38 partners outside the EU.  

Most agreements have been negotiated within the framework of the EFTA (European Free 

Trade Association), although Switzerland has also concluded free trade agreements outside 

of the EFTA. This includes the free trade agreement with the People’s Republic of China 

that came into force on 1 July 2014 and for which Switzerland has very high hopes.   

After the EU and USA, China is the next biggest buyer of Swiss industrial products. 

According to the Swiss Office of Statistics, Swiss companies imported goods worth 8.4bn 

CHF to China in 2013.
1
 This is 4.1% of all Switzerland’s exports. The country’s main 

products exported to China are machinery and tools, clocks and chemical and 

pharmaceutical products. 

The free trade agreement improves Swiss companies’ access to the Chinese market and 

increases the legal certainty for the protection of intellectual property. The bulk of 

Switzerland’s industrial exports are fully or partly exempt from customs duties. However, the 

terms for reducing customs duties are 5 to 10 years in many cases and as much as 12 to 15 

years in some cases (liquid pumps, filling machines, heat exchangers, industrial ovens). For 

20% of Swiss exports, there are no duties at all with immediate effect.   

 

For the Swiss economy, China is becoming increasingly important 
Share of Swiss exports to China in % of all exports 
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Source: Schweizerisches Bundesamt für Statistik, Commerzbank Research 

 

                                                           
1
 It may have been a little more in fact; China states that it imported goods worth 18.6bn USD in 2013. The discrepancy is partly due to the fact that 

Switzerland’s exports from the customs warehouses are not recorded. 
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Switzerland gets a bit closer to China  

For a small open economy like Switzerland, access to foreign markets is of central 

importance. In order to secure this the Swiss mainly uses bilateral agreements. In 

this context the Schwitzerland has very high hopes to the free trade agreement with 

the People’s Republic of China, which came into force on 1 July 2014.   
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According to a report
2
 by Switzerland Global Enterprise, the savings potential for Swiss 

exporters is over 166 million CHF in the first year, with some 50 million coming from products in 

the machinery, electronics and metals industry and clocks and tools. The relief to the chemicals 

and pharmaceuticals sectors will be a maximum 40 million CHF, in agriculture, a maximum 3 

million CHF. As many customs duties will be reduced gradually over a period of several years, 

the maximum savings potential rises after four years to 300 million. After ten years, it should be 

over ½ a billion CHF.  

Actual savings will be much lower though, as 100% use of the agreement is unrealistic. Free 

trade agreements are normally only used for about 50% of Swiss exports. Consequently, actual 

savings are likely to be half this level.  

Reductions granted in return by Chinese export companies have to be deducted from these 

savings to assess the total effect of the agreement on the Swiss economy. With immediate 

effect, 99.7% of Chinese exports to Switzerland are duty-free. While the Swiss previously 

imposed no or very low duties on industrial products, the volume of imports from China is also 

higher than Swiss exports to China. In 2013, Switzerland imported Chinese goods worth 11.4 

billion CHF.  

In the short term, China is likely to profit more from the free trade agreement. In the long term, 

however, there is a good chance that the Swiss economy will benefit strongly as the Chinese 

economy will continue to be one of the fastest growing economies of the world in the coming 

years, even if growth rates will no longer be double-digit.  

It will be decisive ultimately how the free trade agreement is implemented in practice. The use of 

free trade agreements largely depends on two factors: the rules of the country of origin and non-

tariff barriers to trade.  

Rules in the country of origin should prevent goods from third countries benefiting from customs 

reductions. The problem is that these vary from agreement to agreement. This means that 

exporters have to familiarise themselves with the specific regulations of the free trade agreement 

for each market. There is a trade-off between falling administration costs and rising costs of 

handling various rules of origin. 

Non-tariff barriers to trade are important precisely when customs duties are eliminated. Non-tariff 

barriers are state measures with a trade-restricting effect that do not fall in the range of customs 

and origin policy. Although non-tariff barriers to trade are subject-matter of free trade 

agreements, very little or nothing at all has changed in their existence.
3
 Restrictions as to 

amounts, subsidies, import licence procedures, export controls and measures regarding public 

procurement are still on the agenda. And the bilateral agreement with China should change very 

little here. In addition, trade restrictions on account of different product requirements, so-called 

technical barriers to trade (TBT), are of growing importance.  

In short: the free trade agreement between Switzerland and China will only be a success if it is 

used as it is intended. The parties to the agreement have expressed their will to do so in the 

preamble. 
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 SGE, Evaluation of Potential of Free Trade Agreement Switzerland-China, June 2014. 
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 Switzerland Global Enterprise; Evaluation of FTA Use Swiss exporters, 2012/13. 


